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0.1 Preamble

It is a frequent maer of debate in various mathematical circles of the defi-
nitions and other aspects of division by zero — the process by whi one puts a
value of any kind in the numerator of a fraction (a representation of a division
operation before it’s computed, or more accurately the natural representation of
rational numbers, denoted typically by Q) wherein the denominator is zero (0),
and then calculates the division of the numerator by the denominator. A very
typical example of division by zero is presented in equation (1).
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One thing that has been agreed upon, is that all su divisions wherein the
denominator is a zero equals other divisions wherein the denominator is zero.
erefore, equation (2) holds true:
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Where x is any kind of number possible. is is not dissimilar to the idea
that anything multiplied by zero equals other things multiplied by zero. Unlike
that idea, wherein the result of multiplication by zero is known (0x = 0), it is
currently unknown what the result of division by zero is. is paper aempts,
succeeds, and then celebrates its success in proving that anything divided by zero
is, in fact, equal to everything. is simple idea also explains why the answer to
anything divided by zero has, until now, been as elusive as a proper explanation
for gravity.
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0.2 Common Fallacies

In this section, it will be shown how common interpretations of the answer to
division by zero are wrong. Take this first equation.

x

0
= ∞ (3)

Equation (3) shows a common idea of the result to the division of zero. is is
even perpetrated in IEEE 754-2008, the Standard for Floating Point Arithmetic¹.
While not wrong, it is not completely right either. ∞ is merely one of the many
answers to this problem.

x

0
= Φ (4)

Equation (4) has been proposed by James Anderson. However, this relies on
the transreal number system, a system with whi many people are unfamiliar.
is answer is nonetheless also right, however it is not right enough.

x

0
= 42 (5)

is equation goes without mentioning, and is completely right. However, it’s
unfortunate that most people will mistake 42 as an integer between 41 and 43, so
in this case we are looking for the synonym to this answer.

0.3 Proof at It Equals Everything

Division in various ASCII forms of communication is typically represented by
a slash, most commonly / , and on occasion \. is is commonly done in various
programming languages as well.

In the C++ programming language, strings (a type of data consisting of a
“string”of human-readable aracters) are terminated implicitly with a null
aracter, whi is the number 0x00 when the string is viewed in hexadecimal
form. To use this aracter explicitly, the escape sequence (a method of typing
aracters that are difficult or otherwise impossible to type, e.g. newlines) \0 is
used. Since \0 is just a fancy way of writing division by zero, and it produces the
null aracter, this can be wrien as

x

0
= null (6)

¹https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/IEEE_754-2008

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/IEEE_754-2008
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where x can be any sort of number possible. Since null is equal to nothingness,
the eastern concept of無 (mu) can be easily used in as a substitution, whimakes
for a more compact equation.

x

0
=無 (7)

In Perl 6, an even beer update to the language used by God², there is a type
namedMu — aer無— that is the base type; that is, the type fromwhi all types
in Perl 6 originate. Every single type in Perl 6, including but certainly not limited
to Int, Num, Junction, and Str, are based on the Mu type. is allows us to say
that無 means both nothing, in its traditional sense, and everything, as a part of
its meaning in Perl 6.³ Using this, we can say that x, whi as stated before means
any sort of number, can be generalized to any sort of thing, so therefore:

x =無 (8)

We can now substitute無 for x in the equation for division by zero to get:

無
0

=無 (9)

Since無 is everything, anything divided by zero equals everything.

Proof無 Equals Everything and Nothing

Using the previously discovered equation:

無
0

=無 (10)

we can prove that in fact無 equals everything and nothing as stated before.
First, proof that it equals nothing:

²https://www.xkcd.com/224/
³When you think about it, nothing and everything are really one and the same.

https://www.xkcd.com/224/
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無
0

0
=無 (12)

0

0無
=無 (13)

0

0
=無 (14)

0 =無 (15)

e proof that無 is everything is similarly easy to prove, substituting 0 with
無:

無
0

=無 (16)

無
無

=無 (17)

無 =無 (18)

Another way of proving this is to multiply both sides by zero, and remember-
ing無 = 0:

無
0

=無 (19)

無 = 0無 (20)

無 = 0 (21)

無 =無 (22)

0.4 Conclusion
It is guaranteed that the proof presented here will demonstrate that division

by zero results in everything, as well as nothing, whi is just a part of every-
thing. is also shows that a remarkable amount of power is in this result as it
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contains everything, whi includes, but is not limited to, the last digits of π⁴, the
shortest (and longest) possible solutions to FTL⁵ travel, and the estion to Life,
the Universe, and Everything.

In a future paper, we hope to use division by zero in addition to the Principle
of Explosion to divine several interesting truths, including the ones listed in the
previous paragraph as well as other interesting things. Another future paper will
hope to describe a programming language using this proof as well as the Principle
of Explosion.

is paper would not exist were it not for the goings on in this mini-discussion:
http://irclog.perlgeek.de/perl6/2011-08-19#i_4298101 and the pure joy
obtained from writing this.

Copyright © 2011MahewNiemeyer (lue) under the Creative Commons Aribution-
Sharealike 3.0 Unported License. See https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/
3.0/ for more information.

⁴It is stated in the apocryphal texts of Math found in the deep reaes of the deserts of Ger-
many that this solution to division by zero is what Carl Friedri Gauss used to discover these last
digits of π.

⁵Faster an Light

http://irclog.perlgeek.de/perl6/2011-08-19#i_4298101
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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